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Redeployed guidelines to realise justice within the violations of act’s of genocide & the needed liberation. 

Theory of the 2 ingredients needed to realize war:

First Ingredient is treating of war &
Second Ingredient is Nationalism.

This 2 Ingredients are to consider as each others twin brothers the can not do whiteout each other realize war.
Whiteout wars there where no nationalities and so no nationalism & that Formulas Mathematic changed revolve in 
the fact whiteout nationalism no war(s).

First degree guilty: The criminals behind the treat of war to consider as: “Treating of war criminals,”
Second Degree guilty: The criminals behind the second ingredient of war: “Nationalism,” to consider as: 
“Nationalism criminals.”

Where 2 have a war 2 are guilty so as in above standing first and second degrees guilty what needs unique 
judgment with a juridical case that begins with both forms of degrees of guiltiness to consider them all, both as 
war criminals because of the fact that the in togetherness are first degree guilty of coursing the realization of war.



Nationalism is a dwelling: Part 2 of 4

Because Nationalism is 1 out of the 2 elements of war it is to consider as: “Dwelling.” See the Hoff Article 33.1.2
Dwelling is total forbidden in the process of realisation of Peace.

Illegality of the advice to do weapon deal(s)

Based on the dwelling: “Nationalism” revolved advice and it’s revolved physical weapon deal(s) are after 
notification of 1 or more of the following 3 facts to consider as proven in practicum in name of the Table(s) of 
United Nations:
1 Coursed More Death victims &/or
2 Coursed more Mental victims &/or
3 Coursed more Physical victims.

And before this table is needed, the logic mental intelligently of the pre chambers of all possible councils who can 
advice and/or do weapon deal(s) needed to honoured this intelligently what should be the rightful security to 
insure the fore come: “The advice and the revolving physical weapon deal(s),” is official act of genocide written in 
the Hoff article 8.2 i, ii & iii.



Second degrees violation of the forbid sanction food: Part 3 of 4

Presidium who advise sanction shift is guilty in a form of second degree violation of the forbid sanction food.
Because sanction shift has the results that Russian population could not use there shift bank accounts for the 
change to collect the need consumption to stay alive what revolved in the fact Russian army population became 
bigger and bigger no matter the possibility to become a war criminal.

Presidium should be graduated in study wars of the world what is needed for its allowing to take purgation of the 
partial qualification seats: “Presidium.” What should insure us all for the above written violation, because study of 
wars of the world makes clear that before all big war there where big armies all revolved after citizens suffers 
hunger and to stay alive many of them joint the army where collection the need food to stay alive there main 
reason.



Activation of the Hoff Article 58:   Part 3 of 4

Article 58 to activate for: ““Presidium” who has no any escape through the guardian written in article 32.1.2 & 
33.1.2.3,”
“Presidiums its members of pre chambers for who counts no any escape through the guardian written in article 
32.1.2 & 33.1.2.3,”,”
Article 58 to activate for: “Treating of war criminals for who counts no any escape through the guardian written in 
article 32.1.2 & 33.1.2.3,”
Article 58 to activate for: “Nationalism criminals for who counts no any escape through the guardian written in 
article 32.1.2 & 33.1.2.3.”

Sincerely I stay in status of world doctrine,

Civilian Ready Lieutenant of Dutch Defence: “Marcel Alexander Roelfszema.”


